
 
 

Online Written Case 
Rubric 

 
Criteria 

Unsatisfactory 
Contributor = 0 

Far below 
expectations – see 

professor to discuss 

Limited Contributor = 
1 

Needs improvement C 
Work 

Proficient 
Contributor = 2 

Generally meets 
expectations    B 

work 

Exemplary Contributor 
= 3 

Excellent              A work 

1.  Answering the Question / Analysis  Doesn’t really answer the 
questions directly or clearly. 
Does not identify issues or is not 
clear about appropriate issues.

Partially answers the questions. 
Generally identifies & describes 
issues. Could be substantially 
improved by one or two more drafts.       

Answers the question, though the 
reader may need to search for the 
points. Identifies, discusses, & 
analyzes issues.  

Clearly address the questions/issues. 
Clearly and succinctly identifies issues.  
Uses analysis, synthesis, & evaluation.   
                                                                    

2.  Integrates concepts – The extent to 
which the response uses concepts, and joins 
them into a cohesive whole. 

Mostly uses concepts in a 
descriptive form. Shows 
misunderstanding or misuse of 
terms. Omits important concepts    
                                
                                

Lists terms or examples. Takes a few 
concepts & may attempt to integrate, 
but does so sparsely or incompletely.  
 
                                

Shows use of terms and ideas 
from course. Draws connection 
between concepts.                

The response draws from seemingly 
disparate concepts and shows 
connections clearly and synergistically.  
The whole becomes more than the sum 
of the parts.  
                                       

3. Rigorous argument --  The extent to 
which the response uses terms, ideas, 
sentence structure, concepts, and variety to 
convey an argument rationally and 
compellingly 

Argument is vague or garbled. 
Reader finds it extremely 
difficult to find strong points 
made by the writer. 
 
 
 
                                   
 
                               

Mixed in quality.  Some good points, 
but some confusion.  Reader is unsure 
of the argument being presented.  
 
 
                                
 
                                

Makes clear points, but are fairly 
rote.  Response presents ideas, but 
does not actively engage or 
compel the reader to re-evaluate.  
  
 
                                
                                

Conveys ideas in original, precise 
language with a noticeable sense of 
voice and awareness of reader. Involves 
the reader in a way to promote a 
“reflective analysis” of ideas. Reader 
really learns something from reading the 
written 
response.                        

4. Uses of evidence -- The extent to which 
the response uses evidence. Evidence 
consists of appropriate data, citations to 
published materials like books and articles, 
and consistent specific personal 
observations. 
 
 

Exhibits vague or unsupported 
ideas and/or cites inaccuracies.  
 
 
 
 
 
                                

Uses evidence, but it may seem 
“forced” or spotty, or may be from 
weak or inappropriate sources (e.g. 
citing a construction trade magazine). 
 
                                

Uses evidence, but only a limited 
amount. Goes somewhat beyond 
the readings required in the 
course                                   
 
 
 
                               

Makes effective use of specific 
references, uses a number of appropriate 
reputable sources found outside of 
assigned readings, gives concrete 
examples, develops ideas fully, 
anticipates needs of reader.                        

5. Well-written – The extent to which the 
response exhibits direction, shape & 
coherence, is readable, legible, uses good 
language, is engaging and inspiring.  

Lacks context or focus. Utilizes 
vague and inappropriate/ 
incorrect language, or fragments 
and run-ons.  Hard to 
understand. Exhibits errors in 
spelling, punctuation, 
paragraphing, grammar that 
interfere with communication.       

Mixed – may have some good 
sentences, mixed with incorrect 
language, tenses, etc. Unclear where 
the writing is going. Parts may be hard 
to understand. Could improve 
substantially with one or two more 
drafts.                      
 
                              

Follows flow of introduction, 
body, & summary. Free from 
spelling and grammar errors. 
Response is readable. Could use 
more editing. Response could be 
more lively, engaging, inspiring.  
                                
 
                   

Exhibits clear and logical flow 
including introduction, transitions, and 
conclusion.  Free from spelling and 
grammar errors. Uses sentence structure 
and length effectively to convey ideas.  
Response is a pleasure to read.                   

   
 


